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Abotract

A REVIEW OF A FIELD STUDY OF RADIONLILCIDE HIGWTION FROM AN UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR

E~LOSION AT T?IL NEVADA TEST SITE. Reoultn from a long term (9 year) field

study of the distribution of radionuclldes around an underground nuclear ●xplo-

cion cavity at the Nevada Tent Site are reviewed. The goals of thla Rtidionu-

clide t!igration project ●re to ●xamine the ratea of migration underground in
varioua ❑edia ●nd to determine the potential for mowment, both on ●nd off the
Nevada Teat Site, of radioactivity from such axploeiona, with parci~.ular

lnterent in poaalble con?amlnacion of water suppli~a. Initial otudies were

undertaken near the alte of the low-yield test Cambric, which was detonated 73 ❑

beneath the water table in tuffaceous ●lluvlum. Solid samploa were obtained

from ju-t below ground surface to 50 m below the detonation point, and water waa

sampled from five different reglona in the vicinity of ?he expiosian. Ten years

●fter the te~t, most of the radioactivity was found to be retained in the fused
debris in tt,e cavity region and no activity ●bove background waa found 50 m

below. Only trltium ●nd “Sr were present in water in the cavity at levelfi

greater than recommended concentration guides for water in uncontrolled ●reaa.

A aatelllte veil la being used to ramove water 91 u from the detonation

point. During seven years (7 x 10’ m’) of pumping, tritium, “Kr, “Cl, and
lJ~I have been detected in thr water. Approxiutely40%of the tottil tritium

from the cavity ragion hen been remo~ed by pumpjcg at the satellite ~~11, ●nd
the maximum in the tricium concancration la clearly defined. U#e of a~nsitive

Analytical terhniquea has permitted meaauremcnt of the very low concentrntionn
of “Cl ●nd ‘“I present in the water. Ihe “Cl p~ak precedt=s the trltiated
~arer, po~aibly aa ● rcault of ●nion ●xclualrn. Ad41ticnal nnalvara arc in

progroso to better define the ahape of the “*I concentration curve.

INTRODUCTION—..— —

A field study of the distribution’ of radionuclidcs around

an underground nuclear explosion cavity WII!initiated in 1974,
about 9 years after detorlation,’1‘ The go;IIBof tl]iainitial

experiment in the Radionuclide Migration (RNM) project were to
determine the rates of migration underground In vari:juamedia
at the Nevada Teat Site (NTS) nnd the pot~ntlnl for movomont,
both on and off the NTS, of radioactivity fro[nunderground
nuclear cxploaiuns. There wag particular interent In possible
contamination of water supplies. It wnF also ondatnned that
the. Htudy might provldc data applicable to the unrlcrgr~mnd

.— . - - -- . --- -—

h
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disp :al of radioactive waste. The RNM project is sponsored

by th Nevada Operations Office of the Department of Erlergy
with tile participation of the Los Alamos National Laboratory,
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the United States
Geological Survey, the Desert Research Institute, and support
organizations.

The site of the 0.75-kt nuclecr test Cambric, which was

fired beneath the water table (294 m below the ground surface)
in tuffaceoua alluvium, was chosen for initial studies. It iB

anticipated that eventually tests In other geological media
will be examined.

Cambric was chosen for a number of reasons, including the
following: The Cambric explosion cavity is within an NTS
water-supply aquifer. It was predicted that sufficient time
had elapsed so that the cavity and ckimney had filled with
groundwater to the preshot stattc water level, 73 ❑ above the
detonation point. If eo, any radionuclidea present In the
water would constitute a potential source for transport.
Sufficient tritium (3H nr T) wad present to provide an easily
measurable tracer for water from the cavity region. The
postshot debrie also contained other radionuclidea whose
concentrations in the ruhbie and groundwater from the cavity
and ch~mney regl.ons COU1,Ibe me?sured and compared. (A
summary of the radionuclide source term ut the time of re-
entry is given in Table I.) The alluvium waa believed to
constitute a good medf~m for hydrologic studies because it is
quite permeable and does not have large fissures or cracks
through which the water might Reflectively flow. Finally, the

TABLE I

CAMBRIC SOIJRCETERM TEN YEARS AFTER DETONATION

Nuclide---------

}InlfLifr
(yrars)---------

12.3

10.7

29

100

2.8

1.59 x 10’

-J()

0.7H

2.6

Ac,tivicy
(c{)-- . . -—

3.4 x 10’

4.4

34

2.8

3.2

6.6 x 1o-”

99

().4

?3

‘ ‘ ‘1;1! 5.(I 6.4
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small yield was expected to have had little effect on the
local hydrology.

The field 8tudy began with completion of a satellite well
(PJ’JM-2S)91 m from the Cambric cavity, followed by drilling of
a re-entry well (RNM-1) through the cavity itself (Fig. 1),
thereby precluding the possibility of contaminating the satel-
l!te well with radioactivity from RNM-1.

Sidewall core samples were taken from RNM-1 from just
below the ground surface to 50 m below the detonation point to
meauure the vertical distribution of radionuclides. The hole
was cased and the casing perforated to permit pumping of water
from different regions. In this way, variations in the radio-
nuclide content of water from different intervals were deter-
mined, and the extent of natural radionllclide migration during
the 9 years after detonation was examined.

Pumping of water from RNM-2S then induced efficient
articial gradient to draw water f-em the Cambric cavity to
permit study of radionuclude mig?ation. The appearance of
tritiated water (HTO) in water from this satellite well
signaled the forced breakthrough of water from the Cambric
cavity region. Measurement of variou8 radionuclides present
In water pumped from RNM-2S provide.a a meane of studying
radionuclide transport under field conditions.

ELEMENT DISTRIBUTION IN THE REGION OF THE CAMBRIC NIJCLEAR--- — -_-----— —-
EXPLOSION AFI’ER TEN YEARS

-.——.- .. —
——-—-..——-

Three types of samples were removed from the RNM-1 re-
entry hole into the Cambric cavity: sidewall cores, pumped
water, tindwater with contAined gases. As drilling progres-
sed, a total of 67 sidewall core samplea was taken from RNM-1
at intervals ranging from 34 m below the surface ta 37 m below
the origin~l detonation point. one core from each depth wus

placed immediately in a nitrogen-flushed, gas-tight, stain-
less-etcel contJiner for aubaequent analyses of 09Kr, HT, HTO,
~~ndfor g~mmn-spectral analysis. Other core snmplee were

scaled in water-tight plestic baga for later gamma-spectral
aud r;ldiochemical Analyaes to determine the concentrations of
the variou~ rndionuclidt?s present. The cores were aleo

examined to determine the lftholoRy of the medium at different
depths. Solld eamplcs nnd writer removed from the sidewall
cores from thr lower cavity region were nnalyzed rndiochem-
ically for *OSr, 1s7Ca, and “’Pu, and effective distribution
co?ffic,l~nts (ratio of the co~lcentration in ur on the solid to
th~ concentration in the nqucous phase) w~re. determined.
These eff~rtive distribution corfficienta Are n measure of
both rctontion in the fused mntcrlal nnclsorption. The rndio-
nur]idee wcr~ found to be nlmoac entirely incorporated in or

on the ~olid mnterial (Table 11).
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TABLE II

EFFECTIVE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS

IN THE LOWER CAVITY REGION

Approximate Effective
Distribution Coefficient

Nuclide (m~lg)

Sosr 10’

1S7C* 1 cl’

t~~Fu
>10’

After sidewall core sampling had been completed and the hole
had been cleaned, casing with appropriately placed, inflat-
~ble, c.xternal packera was installed. ]~z The packers mini-

mized external water movement in the annular space between the
casing and the wall. Beginning bt the bottom, the water in

five zones (rangir(gfrom below to above the cavity) was
sampled successively by isolating the zones with internal
packers and perforating the cssing. Gas-tight water samples
were taken at depth, and additional water samples were removed
to the surface by a submersible pump. Representnti-Je activity

levels of the radionuclides detected in water from each zone
are given in Table III. Ten years after the test most of the
raciioactivity and the highest concentrations of all radio-
tluclidcswere still found in the region of the original explo-
sion cavity. No activity above background was found 50 m
belt’: the cavity. Measurement of HT and HTO removed frca the
cores and gas-tight wster &amples showed that mor~ than 99.9%
of the trltium was prepent as HTO. Although eom(’lsKr arid
tritium were found in the collapsed zone above the explosion
region, they were concentt~ted In the cavity region. The

measured ‘sKr tu T ratios for wat~r from the explosion cavity
zone were consistent with the relative amounts resulting from
the Cambric test ; the ‘8Kr seemed to b~ dissolved in the
w~ter. No krypton was observed !n water or solid material
from cores taken above the water table. W~ter from the region

of hjghr~t radio~ctivity at Lh~ bottom of the cavity containrd
only tritium and lost at levels higher than the concentration

guirlee” ‘ (CC) for writer in ~]ncontrollcd areas,
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TABLE III

RJZ.PREVENTATIVE ACTIVI~ LEVELS IN CAMBRIC

WATER SAMPLES TEN YEARS AFTER DETONATION

I (below cavity)

II (lower cavity)

111 (upper cavity)
.

.
IV (chimney)

V (adjacent to

chimney)

ccc

Tritium
Activity

Level

JHcifd)

bga

601

3.8

0.08h

0.028

2 x 10-’

Activity Level

(dpm/ti>_.—
OIKr ~afjr IOIRU llls~ 117(-6 ll*pu

bg bg bg bg bg bg

800 a 11 5 1.6 <0.003

1200 5 4 2 1.4 <0.003

70 5 nd b
nd 0.8 nd

20 0.2 nd ncl 0s2 nd

--- 0.018 22.2 222 44.4 11,1

:bg - no activity detectable above background levelb.
nd - not detected.

CCC . recommended’~’ concencracion guide applicable to water in

uncontrolled nream. Value@ fur tritium and “Sr are public drinkinK

water standards ●atabliahed in Ref. 4.

(A
X Cambric)(b water) - ~(AX/b)Cambric - ‘AX/b)water - -____-——

Ed. —---—
‘~~~~A:~w;t:~-—--- (AX water) (~ Cambric) ‘

A
Substituting ~~~t~~-- > 0.999 I 1 (Ref. 2) ,

% Cambric -

A
X Cambric ,

‘d A ‘—-
●

X water

Then

or

‘X solid . :% solid-—
‘cl“ $-w;;e; - ‘d ICC water

:E
wt.% writer

‘d
.-..------- --—,

d ]00 - 7wt. . writer

whore Kd 1S the dfntributjor~ c!o~ffici~’nt.

The nuc!idee “St, “’Ru, “’sb, “’CS) “’pm, nnd ‘“pU
werp all found to have high rctcn~lon factors, indicating ~hey
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are either retained in the fused debris or highly sorbed on

the solid material, or both (Table IV).

Additional information describing early work at RNM-l is
given in Refs. 1 and 2.

TRANSPORT OF RADIONUCLIDES T()THE SATELLITE WELL

The satelltte well RNM-2S +s located 91 ❑ from the
Cambric explosion cavity. Pumping was begun in October 1975
at a rate of about 1 ❑’/rein;in October 1977 the rate was
inc~eased to about 2.3 ❑3/rein. Significant amounts cf
tritiated water, signaling arrival of water from the Cambric
cavity region, were detected after a total of 1.44 x 10s ❑’ of
water had been pumped from RNM-2S.

The tritium concentration in water from RNM-2S reached a
maximum just below the maximl~m permissible concentration
(3nCi/mL) for drinking water in controlled areas and is now
decreasing (Fig. 2). Pumping of 7.09 x 106 ❑’ of water from
RNN-2S (by early October 1982) removed 42% of the tritium
available from Cambric. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the
transport of tritiated water to the satellite well with the
calculations of SautyS for instantaneous tracer injection in a
radial, converging flow field, similar to che RNM experiment.
The dimensionless time 1S given on the upper abscissa. A
dimensionless, time T , of one corresponds to the time re-
quired to pump the vo~ume of water contained in a cylinder
whose radius is the dis~ance from the satellite well to the
source. The dimensionless concentration, C , is the concen-
tration relative to the maximum concentrati~n defined by the
data. This treatment invokes symmetry and treats the source
as an annular ring.

The shape of the elution curve depends on the Peclet
number , which is inversely proportional to the dispersivity.
An excellent fit to the data was obtained with a Peclet number
of 10, corresponding to a dispersivity of 9.1 ❑ . This result
can be compared with the data presented by Borg et al.,s who
reported longitudin~ll dispersivlty values that were estimated
by calibrating math(?matical ❑oJels for transport against
observed transport in varioue field studies. Values ranged
from 11.6 to 91 m f~r a wide variety of lithologies; the value
was 21.3 m for L.sand or gravel deposit -- the lithology that
probably mt,stclosely resembles tllctuffaceous alluvium of the
current experimcnto

Chlorinr-36 produced by the Camhrlc event haf been de-
LCC.LPd in wntcr samples from RNM-2S using acceler:itor-based
m[ls~ spcctromctry. The tuchniquc is clcscribed in Ref. 7. A
c(]mp:]ris[jnof th~ conccntration~ of tritlatcd water nnd ‘‘cl
IH gjvcn in Fig. 4. As for trltiurn, the two-dimensional solu-

‘SC1 data and an excep-tions of Soutys wore used to fit the

Icnt flt wuq obtained with Peclet number 10 (Fig. 5).
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TABLEIV

RSTENTIONFACTORSFROM CAMBRIC WATER SAMPLES

I (below cavi ) bga bg bg tg bg bg

II (lower cavity) 2.1x1O’ 1 .oxlo~ 2.9x10Z 2.5x1O* >lo~ >3.2x10~

III (upper cavity) 1.6x1O’ 1.9XI0’ 3.6x!oZ 1.8x1O* nd >1.9 x 10’

IV (chimney) 3.9X1OI
b

nd nd 6.6x101 nd nd

V (adjacent to 3.1X1O’ nd nd I.Iz1O’ nd nd

d . chimney)

abg - no activitydetectable above background levels.
b

nd - not detected.

The breakthrough of ~cCl appears to occur earlier than

that of tritium, and the maximum in the chloride concentration
clearly occurs before that of tritium. The phenomenon whereby
ani~ns are eluted earlier than cations or neutral species from

packed columns has been observed In soil c,~emistry studiese’ g
and column chromatography and is called anion exclusion. The
effect has been shown to occur in soils containing smectites,
and it correlates fairly well with the cation exchange
capacity of the soil. Anion exclusion is due to the negative
surface charge on alum~nosilicates which repels anions,
thereby effectively constricting the pores and ❑aking the
intragranular porosity of the mineral unavailable to nega-
tively cha~ged species.

A method has been devised for determining the concentra-
tion of ‘Z91 in RN?Iwaters by neutron activation and counting
of the 1’01 product.’O Although the concentrations are well
below the concentration guide’ for water in an uncontrolled
area (the concentration of ‘Z’I in RNM-l water was 1.1 x 10-s
IJCi/ti; the CC is 6 x lr 0 PCi/mt), the observation is
s‘~i,.ficant because ‘2’1 10 considered a hazardous radio-
nuclide in the storage of nuclear waste.’ ‘ The high ranking
of ‘agI is due to its biological activity and lack of sorption
on ❑ost ❑inerals.

The concentration Of la~I was determined in samples taken

from RNM-1 before pumping started on RNM-2S. The concentra-
tion of ‘2S1 in water removed from the lower cavity region is
-2.6 x 101’ atoms/liter. The highest concentration of 1201
❑easured in the RNM-2S samples was 7.6 x 10’0 atoms/liter.
The iodine and tritium concentratfocs for RNM-2S water are

plotted in Fig. 6. The brenkthroughe in the two curves o(cur
at approximately the same volume; however, lt IS not ciear
that the maxima coincide. If the iodine were present as an
anionic cpecies, the breakthrough and peak should precede the
tritium as they do for “Cl.
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A stability diagram for iodine (Fig. 7) was calculated

using the half-cell potentials of Kahn and Kleinberg12 for
10-7 M iodine. The complex behavior of iodine in dilute solu-
tions was discussed by Kahn and Kleinberg. The dashed line in
Fig. 7 represents the Eh of fully oxygenated water. The pH of
the groundwater around Cambric is about 7.5 to 8. Bearing in
mind that the concentration of iodine in natural water is
approximately 10-7 M, if the groundwater were air-saturated,
the dominar.t species should be HIO, a neutral species. This

would be a possible explanation for a smaller anion exclusion
effect.

Relative to the concentrations measured in RNM-1, only
about one quarter as much 1291 as trltium has been recovered

at RNM-2S. Whether this is due to retardation, peak broaden-
ing resulting from multiple speci~s, loss of iodine to organic
material, or some other mechanism of removal remains to be
seen. The loss of iodine tracer in elutions through soil
columns has been observed in laboratory experiments.’ ~ Re-
coveries of 1~11 from 44 to 15% were obtained iiithese experi-

ments for three soils, and increasing quantities of clay,
silt, and organic matter appeared to reduce the recovery of
iodine. This 10SS of iodine may be related to ihe presence of
HIO which is believed12 to disproportionate to form a reactive
unidentified species which may react with organic ❑aterial or
perhaps even silica.

Since the observation of tritium in water from the
satellite well, samples with contained gases have been taken
by pumping from RN1l-2Sand from RNM-1. Analyses of these
samples show the presence of asKr (Fig. 8), which was trans-
ported from RNM-1 to RNM-2S in the water. The O’Kr/T atom

ratios are relatively constant at a value of approximately 0.4
x 10-4 , considerably lower than that of 1.22 x 10-’ calculated
for Cambric. So far the reasorifor this is not known; how-
ever, it may be related to events occurring at RNM-1. The
pump and packers in RNll-1 were left in a configuration such
that pumping removes water from Zones IV (chimney region) and

V (just outside th,echimney); most of the water production is
beiieved to be from Zone IV. Data for water pumped from RNM-1

are presented in Table V. The concentrations of tritium and
O~Kr in water from RNM-l have decreased by more than a factor

of 1000, presumably as a result of pumping at RNN-2S; however,
the 8~Kr concentration is apparently decreasing more slowly
than che tritium concentration. The 8~Kr/T ratios obtained

for sam,ples collected from RNM-1 after pumping began at RNM-2S
are consistently greater than the calculated ratiu for
Cambric. other data show that the concentrations of ‘OSr and
“7CS jn water pumped from RNM-1 have also decreased signi-

ficantly (factors of 100 and 15, respectively) a~ a result of
pumping at RNM-2S.

Twc,ntY I“UUI !i5-gallon (0.21-m’) water samples, taken at

intervals from RNM-2S since the first observation of tritium,
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have been reduced to solid re8idues by evaporation, and the
gamma-ray spectra have been measured. With the possible
exception of a verj small amount of losRu (<1% of that pro-
duced in Cambric),l’ no gamma-emitting nuclides have been
identified in these samples. Radlochemical analyses of
water samples for 137Cs and ‘“Sr have also given negative
results.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS._—

“ The available source term for radionuclides in the region
of the Cambric nuclear explosion was determined. Drillback
cores were obtained and ana;.yzed, and water was pumped from
several vertical zones and a~alyzed. Most of the radio-
activity produced in the detonation was found co be retained
in the fused debris with only low concentrations in the water
which had been in contact with the debris for nearly ten
years. Most of the radioactivity and Lhe highest 8peclfic
activities of all radionuclides were found to be in the region
of the original explosicn cavity. No activity was found 50 ❑

below the cavity. Water from the region of highest radio-
activity at the bottom of the cavity conta%ned only tritium
and goSr at levels higher than the recommended concentration

guides for water in uncontrolled areas.

During seven years (7 x lC$ u+ of water) of pumping from
a satellite well located 91 ❑ from the Cambric cavity,
tritium, whici, is present as HTO and chemically the same as
the water, ‘sKr, which seems to be dissolved in the water,
‘tCland 1291, presumably as anionic or p gsibly neutral
species, have been observed In water removed from this well.
There is some evidence for the possible transport of minute
amounts of l.@-year losRu (< 1% of that produced in the
explosion). The results from RNti-~S indicate that, in
general, radionuclide sorption is efficiently high to
preclude the transport of most nuclides, particularly cationic
species, from the original cavity to the satellite well in the
near future. Pumping and radioassay of water from the
satellite well will be continued in order to investigate the
possible arrival cf other poorly sorbing species.
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TABLE V

C@l PAR1 SON OF
e>

Kr AN2 Till TlllH

CONCEhTMTIONS IN U&i-l WATLR

Original - Zone IV

Original - Zone V

Zones IV + V

Zones IV + V

ZOnea IV + V

“Mnea IV + V

Zonet IV + V

06/06/75

08114115

10104/71

11130171

09104119

10/05/81

Ok/01/b2

Volu,ea
Ualer

o
0

1.17

1.34

l.io

5.89

5.48

Content rat Ionb
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